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Satellite Operator Shuts Down

Tiger Broadcasts

The U.S.-based Intelsat has shut down the radio and televi-
sion broadcasts of Sri Lanka's Tamil Tiger rebels. Intelsat, the
world's largest commercial satellite communications provider.
stated that the service of the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam
(LTTE) was shut down over the weekend. A spokesman for
Intelsat said that the firm was pursuing avenues to terminate
what it called the "illegal" use of one its satellites by the LITE.
The LTTE is designated a foreign terrorist organization by the
United States. There was no immediate word from the Tamil
Tigers, who insisted that they were not using the satellite ille-
gally to broadcast overseas.

Voice Of Tibet Foundation Launches
Campaign To Protest Chinese Jamming

The Voice of Tibet Foundation has launched a campaign to
protest Chinese radio "jamming" of its broadcasts. It says the
People's Republic of China has systematically jammed Voice of
Tibet's and other "foreign" shortwave radio services for more
than 10 years now and is calling for action and support interna-
tionally to protest and demand an immediate stop to the jamming.

Every VOT transmission is currently targeted by at least two
simultaneous jamming transmissions from the PRC authorities,
using state-of-the-art facilities outside various cities, including
Beijing, Xian, Nanjing, and Linhe. Furthermore, in over 40
Tibetan cities and townships "groundwave" jamming transmis-
sions are targeting VOT's internationally registered frequencies.
Tibetan authorities refer to listening to "foreign" broadcasts
such as VOT's as "splittist" acts. Those caught listening or show-
ing others how to tune to them are reputedly prosecuted or sent
to "reform -through -labor" camps.

Sun 3-D Pictures Help Warn Of Solar Flares

The first three-dimensional images of the sun taken from a
pair of spacecraft orbiting the planet were released, and scien-
tists believe they will help them predict when and how intense-
ly dangerous solar storms will hit, according to NASA. Such
storms can disrupt satellites, communications, and sometimes
the supply of electricity. They may even endanger astronauts in
Earth orbit as well as commercial airline flights.

The twin Solar Terrestrial Relations Observatory, or
STEREO, satellites can create more accurate, real-time views
of these storms, called coronal mass ejections, project scientists
said. "The improvement with STEREO's 3-D view is like going
from a regular X-ray to a 3-D CAT scan in the medical field,"
said Michael Kaiser, STEREO Project Scientist at NASA's
Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt, Maryland.

The STEREO spacecraft were launched in October and have
now been maneuvered into their orbits, one slightly ahead of Earth
and one slightly behind. "Just as the slight offset between a per-
son's eyes provides depth perception, the separation of spacecraft
allow 3-D images of the sun," NASA said in a statement.
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REACT Celebrates
45th Anniversary

REACT International, Inc., marks 45 years of non-profit,
safety communications this year. Some 200 volunteer REACT
Teams serve communities large and small across North
America and around the world to render a safety service using
two-way radio.

Originally based solely on CB radio, REACT now oper-
ates in a full range of radio bands, including CB, MURS
(Multiple Use Radio Service), FRS (Family Radio Service),
GMRS (General Mobile Radio Service), and amateur. Many
REACT Teams also incorporate LMR (Land Mobile Radio)
into their logistical communications.

Volunteer REACT Teams have supported responses in
major disasters. Teams from Kansas and Texas traveled to
relieve Oklahoma REACT Teams, assisting authorities around
the clock for days following the Murrah Federal Building
bombing. REACTers from several states journeyed to provide
radio communications 24-7 for Salvation Army operations
after the 9-11 attack in New York City (the first REACT Team
to respond to the World Trade Center had a vehicle heavily
damaged as the towers collapsed). During Hurricane Katrina,
a REACT Team in eastern Louisiana helped keep open the
sole communications link with the state capital using amateur
radio. Most recently, a Kansas REACT Team headed to the
Greensburg tornado disaster, 100 miles away, to help restore
basic communications. In quieter times, Teams provide safe-
ty communications for local events to head off problems or to
summon aid if a mishap does occur.

May has been designated REACT Month, and this year
REACT celebrated the annual event, and its 45th, by con-
ducting its first SOS Drills. Several SOS Drills occurred across
the United States, as well as one in Canada. The SOS concept
arose out of the tragedy of Hurricane Katrina, where FRS radio
could have saved so many more lives. Ironically, the Kansas
REACT Team involved in the Greensburg disaster was one of
the Teams scheduled to conduct an SOS Drill.

More information on the SOS Drills is available at
www.NationalSOS.com. Further information on REACT,
including how to become a member, can be found at
www.REACTintl.org.
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